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Abstract 

Communications takes place between unknown entities with no prior relationship and no common security domain. These 
entities are mostly based on challenge-response authentication protocol in which one party presents a "challenge" and another 
party must provide a valid "response" to be authenticated. The simplest example of a challenge-response protocol is password 
authentication, where the challenge is asking for the password and the valid response is the correct password. This type of system 
suffers from weak authentication and is open with vulnerabilities. An adversary can take advantage of these vulnerabilities as 
backdoors. A malicious developer can modify source or binary code or insert malicious code in original source code to bypass 
authentication programming logic.  
Proposed approach eliminates these backdoors from authentication system and provides trusted authentication between parties. 
Authentication system has been designed which consist functions which are involved in generating verification signature and 
comparing challenge and response. The approach includes two steps; first, verify whether authentication system is temper proof. 
Second, is to separate execution of authentication system from other applications running on server. The execution of 
authentication system needs to be kept secure at low level where instructions are translated and memory is allocated for 
execution. Proposed approach reduces the possibility of return oriented programming attacks. Also it prevents authentication 
system from getting affected by extra parameters, global variables and malicious application running on server, and do not let 
authentication logic to bypass. 
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1. Introduction 

A challenge-response authentication is widely used in authentication system. The typical challenge-response 
authentication system involves two parties, a client and a server. The server sends challenge for which a response is 
sent by the client to the server. The server already has encrypted password stored at the server database. The server 
compares received response with expected response generated from the stored version of password. On successful 
matching, it authenticates the client. 

Password based authentication is widely used which rely on username and password to authenticate users for 
transactions. These authentication systems are based on techniques such as public-key cryptography [16] and zero-
knowledge protocol [1]. In this paper, we will focus on backdoors in zero knowledge protocol. Traditional such 
systems have lot of possibility of having some vulnerability. 

The Zero knowledge proofs (ZKP) [1] involves two parties: the Prover and the Verifier. The Prover has secret 
information (i.e. password). The Prover has to prove to the Verifier that he has the possession of that secret without 
disclosing it. Here the Prover is ‘user’ and the Verifier is ‘server’. In such way user does not reveal the password on 
insecure communication channel. Thus, this protocol does not need SSL connection or any other type of secure 
communication channel to be established to prevent sniffing. The server sends a challenge and the client sends valid 
response along with user id. Corresponding to user id, server fetches password which is stored in database. It then 
generates expected response and compares with received response. It if matches, server authenticate client otherwise 
terminate the session.  

The step by step procedure to use Zero Knowledge Protocol in [5] is explained below. Given a group ‘G’, let g0, 
g1 be random elements of G. Let public key be {G, g0}.User registers with the server for the first time and from next 
time he will authenticate herself for transaction. 

Registration Process:  
a) User inputs username and password. 
b) User hashes the password with Hash function, H and calculate x = H (password). 
c) The user then computes A = g0

x. 
d) The user sends (username, A) to the server. 
e) The server stores (username, A) into database. 
Authentication Process: 
f) Server generates a random one-time token (a), and stores it and sends it to the client. 
g) At client, user inputs username and password 
h) The client calculates hash of the password with Hash function, H and calculates p = H(password). 
i) The client then computes A = g0

p. 
j) The client generates random r  G and calculates B = g0

r. 
k) The client then calculates C = H (a, A, B) and D = r – cp. The client sends (C, D) to the server. 
l) The server calculates B = ACg0

D and verifies that C = H (a, A, B) 
If successful, client is authenticated. 
Such authentication system suffers from various vulnerabilities. The adversary can establish backdoors from 

available vulnerabilities and bypass authentication programming logic to get access to the server. 
Chris Wysopal in [4] explains backdoors can exist in a cryptographic algorithm used by application or within 

application. He classifies these backdoors as crypto backdoors and system backdoors. These backdoors can be 
established by malware, Trojans or bots, rootkits, remote access software and misconfiguration by an attacker. 
Certain backdoors exist in source code which bypasses security mechanism. One of the methods is hiding master-
password in source code. These backdoors can be detected by static analysis [4] of binary code but it is impossible to 
detect these backdoors dynamically. For example, in 2002 a backdoor was inserted into the source code distribution 
of the tcpdump, a common Unix-based network sniffer 

Several solutions exist to eliminate such backdoors from authentication system. Some techniques that protect 
application program by executing application program in isolation environment. Isolation environment can be 
achieved by virtualization, sandboxing, or by simply enforcing some security policies. 

VMware [9] [10] provides such full system virtualization in which each operating system runs on hypervisor. 
Therefore programs execution cannot be compromised by programs running on other operating system. But these 
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systems suffer from high performance issues because of highly restrictive environment. Valgrind [11] perform heavy 
dynamic binary analysis with various features. Alternative approach is to execute program in isolation in which 
limited and only needed restrictions are enforced where program execution cannot be compromised by any malware 
or execution of other programs. Zhenkai Liang proposed an approach in [8] where program execution is isolated 
from rest of the programs running on the system. His tool Alcatraz [8] implements sandbox which is more secure 
approach to execute a program without affected by malwares or viruses. But sandboxing scheme incorporates highly 
restrictive policies. As a result user has to suffer because such high restrictive policy crash authentication system 
more often.  

Proposed technique provides isolation which implement dynamic binary translator.  
The dynamic binary translator is a key component for isolation. It ensures only application and library code is 

translated, data cannot escape the binary translator and no injected code on heap or stack can be executed. Valgrind 
[11] can be used for comprehensive performance measurements, profiling, memory analysis and debugging and 
VMware [10] provides full system virtualization. FastBT is a light-weight, table-based instrumentation system. 

2. Attack Model 

The authentication system suffers from vulnerabilities. An adversary can take advantage of these vulnerabilities 
to establish backdoor. A malicious developer can modify binary code to insert malicious code in original source 
code to bypass authentication logic. These malicious developers include malicious intruders, insider and even 
developer. Backdoors can be planted in different ways. The straightforward way is to modify the source code 
directly [2]. For example, in the ProFTPD incident [2], insider concealed a backdoor in the source code package and 
adds hardcoded pair <username, password>. These backdoors are detected by statically inspecting the binary. Some 
more ways to implant backdoors are malwares, Trojans or bots, rootkits, remote access software, and deliberate 
system misconfiguration by an attacker. These vulnerabilities can be exploited in buffer overflow or return address 
corruption. Buffer overflow attack may be prevented using safe Language (e.g. Java), range checks (e.g. libsafe), 
and return address can be prevented using stack guards such as canaries, virtual memory or write-protect memory. 

3. Types of Backdoor 

Based on vulnerabilities, backdoors are classified into three types: 
Type-1: Tempering the source code by inserting malicious code to bypass programming logic (Authentication). 
Type-2: Code insertion (as data) using buffer overflow: It may attack on stack section like in Stack smashing 

attack, Return oriented programming exploitation, and return2libc attack. 
Type-3: Backdoor which attacks on data section; system events and internal states of authentication process, 

global variables exist in data section. Example of such attack is return-to-got attack. 

3.1.  Type-1 Backdoor  

An adversary can also introduce malware on server to modify the original code. The malicious developers have 
opportunity to access developing environments and modify code or binaries. These malicious developers include 
malicious intruders, insider and even developer. Backdoors can be planted in different ways. The straightforward 
way is to modify the source code directly [2]. 

3.2. Type-2 Backdoor 

Based on the above backdoors few attack models are discussed. A stack smashing attack occurs when a program 
writes into memory address beyond program's stack. This covers in Type-2 backdoor. Attacker can change the 
return address via stack overflow to a specific address using payload. If return-address points to address outside 
program segment, system gives segmentation error and terminate program. This problem can be avoided by pointing 
last return-address in program stack to address of exit() system call. This way it does not show segmentation error 
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and adversary can easily hijack control flow to another library. Stack smashing attack may occur by using Internet 
worm, slammer worm (2003), blaster worm (2003).  

In later versions of linux (e.g. Ubuntu version 6.10 or higher) which uses for C, C++, ObjC, ObjC++, stack 
smashing attack [18] is prevented by using  gcc flag ‘-fstack-protector’. But, attacker can still exploit vulnerability 
using options -fno-stack-protector, -nostdlib, or –ffreestanding. Other protection techniques used to defend against 
these attacks are Address Space Layout Randomization (ASLR) [19], canary bit and non-executable stack. 

Return-oriented programming allows an attacker to execute code in the presence of non-executable memory. 
Instead of code injection, an attacker gains control of the call stack to hijack program control flow and then executes 
carefully chosen machine instruction sequences, called "gadgets". Each gadget typically ends in a return instruction 
and is located in a subroutine within the existing program and/or shared library code. One type of return-oriented 
programming exploitation is return-into-library attack [13]. Instead of attempting to write an attack-payload onto 
stack, the attacker chooses a library function (as shown in Figure 1) and overwrites the return address with its entry 
location.  

 
Fig. 1. Return-to-libc attack  

So, non-executable pages are not enough to prevent this type of attack. Some preventive algorithms uses 
randomization but could not randomize everything, usually the executable itself is loaded at a fixed address. Hence 
even when ASLR is combined with a non-executable stack, the attacker can use this fixed region of memory. 
Therefore all programs should be compiled with PIE (Position Independent Executable [14] [6]), such that even this 
region of memory is randomized at runtime. PIE is proposed for ELF (Executable and Linkable Format [15] [21]). 
ELF is executable binaries which are common in all Linux. PIE is commonly used for shared libraries [20]. This 
differs from re-locatable code generally referenced in windows (In re-locatable code linker/loader modifies program 
before execution so that it can be run only from a particular memory location). Shared libraries [20] are .so (or in 
Windows .dll, or in OS X .dylib) files and referenced by programs at run-time. 

3.3. Type-3 Backdoor 

Local variables in program stored in stack section and can be protected by applying protection techniques on 
stack section. References to all global variables used in program are stored in Global Offset Table (GOT) [6], which 
is placed in data section. Therefore, attack using global variables cannot be prevented by protecting stack section. 
This type of attack covers in Type-3 backdoor. For example, when a program requests to use printf(), after the 
runtime loader (rtld.so) [17] locates the symbol, the location is then relocated in the GOT table. The symbol’s 
location will be accessed by program via the PLT. 

Procedure Linkage Table (PLT) [15] contains code fragment that transfer control to external procedure. When 
execution transfer control to external function or routine, it passes control to PLT. The first time the program or 
library calls a routine, the PLT entry calls the runtime linker to resolve the actual address of the routine. After that, 
the PLT entry jumps directly to the actual address. 

If lazy binding [7] is applied by the linker, the GOT table will be writable during execution. This enables attacker 
to overwrite function pointers in table and redirect the execution flow of a program. This is called GOT hijacking or 
return-to-got attack which was first introduced by c0ntex in [3]. 

4. Proposed Approach 

4.1. Type-1 backdoor elimination 

Authentication system exists on server which communicates with client and authenticates it. The authentication 
system verifies source code of authentication process at server that it is not tempered and proves its integrity to 
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client. Thus, it establishes trust for client. The authentication system includes three functions, the Controller (C), the 
Verification Function (VF), and the Zero Knowledge Checker function (ZKC). The Controller communicates with 
client (i.e. sending and receiving data from client) on communication protocol. The Verification Function (VF) 
generates verification signature of Controller (C), Zero Knowledge Checker function (ZKC), and Verification 
Function (VF) itself which will be sent to client. The Zero Knowledge Checker function (ZKC) does the main task 
of authentication process (as explained in Section I) that actually authenticates client. 
 

 
Fig. 2. Architecture of authentication system 

We assume that when the user registers for first time with the server, he gets good known verification signature 
(Vu) [2] of authentication system. The verification signature is generated by using MD5 algorithm of source code 
(C, VF, and ZKC), which are involved in the client authentication process. The architecture of authentication system 
is shown in Figure 2 in which Controller communicates which client, ZKC and VF.  ZKC compares expected 
response (generated from encrypted password stored in database in salt form) and response received from client. VF 
generates verification signature and send to Controller.  

The user possesses knows known-good signature of authentication system. Verification signature is calculated by 
computing hash (using MD5 algorithm) of source/binary code i.e. V <- H (binaries). 

Where, source code of Verification Function (VF), Controller (C), and Zero Knowledge Checker (ZKC) are 
hashed. H is hash function (using MD5 algorithm). 

Whenever the user login, client sends nonce to server and receives verification signature (Vs) from server i.e. Vs 
<- hash (nonce || H (binaries)) 

Then, the client compares the Vs with known good signature Vu. If verification is successful, then user enters 
username and password. If verification function fails, it shows warning “Authentication System is Not Trusted”. It’s 
now user’s choice to abort or login with existing warning.  

4.1.1. Signature generation and verification process  
 
Signature generation and verification process is executed by verification function (VF) at server. Figure 3 shows 

timeline diagram for signature generation & verification process and authentication process. Steps are given below: 
a) The client computes nonce a, and send to server. 
b) The server computes verification signature of authentication system and applies computes hash: Vs = H (a||VF 

|| C || ZKC). 
c) The server sends Vs to user. 
d) The client checks validity of Vs. If Vu is not equals Vs show warning that server is not trusted. If Vu is equals 

Vs then user enters username and password.  

4.1.2. Message Chaining 
 
Message chaining combines signature verification process and authentication process. It means portion of 

knowledge from previous message is required for understanding next message, so that nobody can start from 
between (i.e. escape signature verification process). It also prevent from man in the middle attack. 
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Client receives Vs during signature verification process. The Vs is used in message sent during client 
authentication process. In the above method previously received Vs at Client is used in next message being sent to 
Server. 

Client must have received verification signature (Vs) from server and already verified. Further, in Section I we 
have discussed how client calculates secure information (C& D) generated from password using Zero Knowledge 
Protocol as C = (a, A, B) and D = r – cp. The C & D will be sent to server. To applying message chaining, received 
verification signature, Vs is used in secure information (C & D) by computing E = CV (where V = Vs) and send(C, 
D, E) to server. The server receives (C, D, E). The server already has verification signature (Vs). The server 
generates CV (where V = Vs) and compares E with CV. This binds signature verification process with authentication 
process. 

 
Fig. 3. Timeline diagram of verification signature comparison and authentication 

4.2.2. Type-2 backdoor elimination 
 
In proposed solution, programs those are responsible for providing authentication need to be kept in isolation for 

execution from other programs running on server. Isolation separates execution of authentication process from 
outsiders. All three functions of authentication system (in Figure 2 i.e Controller, ZKC and VF) are executed in 
isolated environment. Dynamic binary translator is the key component in isolation. Malicious program may run on 
host control but doesn’t affect application running in isolation. It allows adding additional security like protecting 
memory from leak, ASLR, shadow stack implementation. 

We used FastBT [12] as dynamic binary translator. It is table based dynamic translator. It process basic block of 
instruction and place translated code is placed in code cache. Add entries to mappings table; mapping table maps 
original code to code cache. Direct control transfers are translated and indirect control transfers are intercepted. 
Direct jump and conditional jump instructions are redirected to translated basic blocks in code cache. Indirect 
control flow transfer (indirect jump, indirect call, function return) use mapping table. Special treatment to indirect 
control transfer to make sure that application is running in its native environment. Dynamic binary translation 
checks every machine code instruction before it is executed. Then only translated instructions will execute. 
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Instructions those were not translated are stored in trampoline for further translation. Binary translator decodes 
instruction using multidimensional translation tables. These tables contain information about all possible ending for 
all IA-32 instruction & parameters. 

 
Fig. 4. Dynamic binary translator [12] 

Figure 5 shows the architecture of proposed isolation environment. The authentication system (application) is in 
ELF format deployed in server. When client enter password and tries to authenticate itself from server, the 
authentication system starts execution. We have set LD_PRELOAD environment variable to path of FastBT 
dynamic binary translator. The LD_PRELOAD tells the dynamic loader it should insert FastBT dynamic translator 
as first before ELF starts execution. In Figure 5, ELF instructions of authentication system are read by FastBT and 
each instruction is translated using translator and stored in Trace Cache. Then we apply ASLR, shadow stack 
algorithm, and algorithm to randomize GOT. The algorithm randomizes all entries of GOT table and ELF is parsed 
my binary translator. All references are further updated in Mapping Table. While execution when a function is 
called shadow stack and ASLR algorithm is applied. 

 

 
Fig.5. Architecture of isolation environment 

Additional security guards: 
Memory protection, address space randomization,  return address verification by implementing shadow stack 

 
Memory protection 

This guard marks the code of the un-translated program as non-executable. This is achieved by using mprotect 
[22] system call. It ensures that only code from the binary translator and translated code in the code cache can be 
executed. mprotect also protect from memory leaks.  
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Address space randomization 
Non executable space is not very effective and attacker can exploit return-into-library attack or return oriented 

programming. Address space randomization protects from code reuse factor i.e. to protect from return-to-lib attack. 
Address space randomization is exploitable if used standalone therefore it is used with shadow stack approach.  
 
Shadow stack 

Shadow stack technique is been implemented to protect call stack return addresses. In Figure 6, a temporary stack 
i.e. shadow stack (initially empty) is created that will store return addresses of functions.  

 
First scans through every instruction in program to identify all call and return instructions and retrieve the 

function return address from the process stack and store it into shadow stack. The shadow stack is dynamically 
allocated. Both stack pointer address and the return address is stored in shadow stack. If return instruction is 
encountered, it will compare with return instruction stored at the top in shadow stack. If it doesn’t match, the reason 
could be stack return address is not necessarily modified. This is in case of setjmp/longjmp. In case of 
setjmp/longjmp normal stack unwinding doesn’t occur. That is the reason return address at the top in shadow stack 
doesn’t matches return address in call stack. In this case, shadow stack is scanned in search of matching return 
address. If found shadow stack does unwind up to there. If doesn’t found, it means call stack return address is 
modified and then program will terminate with an error “ERROR: Function return address is modified”. 

Shadow stack itself can also be corrupted, therefore further it need to place it in memory in encrypted form.  

 

Fig. 6. Shadow Stack 

4.3. Type-3 backdoor elimination 

Above approaches is all about protection from stack based memory exploitation i.e. Type-2 backdoor. Still Type-
3 backdoor is not resolved. Actually Type-3 backdoor is due to exploitation of global variables and shared libraries. 
Address references of global variables and shared libraries are stored in data section (not in stack section) resolved 
at runtime. Therefore return-to-GOT attack is possible in Type-3 backdoor. GOT hijacking attack is introduced by 
c0ntex in [3]. The solution is to randomize address references stored in GOT. 

The steps to do this randomization (see Figure 7) are given below: 
First recognize GOT table in the target ELF file. Read section named “.got.plt” to locate GOT table. This section 

contains all function pointers in the GOT table. 
Find all references to function pointer entries in the GOT table. All references to each function pointer are 

identified. These references should be updated if GOT table is randomized. 
Store all recognized function pointer entries and references into custom section “.storedgot” at the end in the ELF 

file. 
Parse the ELF file and read out “.storedgot” section, GOT table length, each entry address and all references.  
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Randomize the GOT table’s address and the relative order of all its entries. Then pick up the random unused 
memory address for the new GOT table in an array. The randomization algorithm is applied on this array.  Finally 
entries of the GOT table are copied into the new GOT table according to this array. 

Now update the reference to the GOT entries. 

 

Fig. 7. GOT randomization process 

5. Implementation 

The proposed solution is implemented in C/C++ languages based on operating system Linux (Ubuntu version 
12.10). A simple authentication system is implemented using Zero Knowledge Protocol. We discussed three 
backdoors in such authentication system. The experimental results are shown below. 

For elimination of Type-1 Backdoor the Verification Function (VF) generates current signature of authentication 
system and send to server for verification. The verification signature is generated by server and sent to client.  

Client receives verification signature and verified that authentication system maintains integrity by showing 
message “Authentication system is verified (Proceed to Login)”, and server receives message “Authentication 
system is verified by client”.  

Further, user enters user id and password for authentication. The password is the processed using Zero 
Knowledge Protocol and sent this secure information to server. The authentication process executes on server and 
authenticated if user id and password are correct. On successful authentication, the client receives message 
“Authentication Success” on console.  

For elimination of Type-2 Backdoor FastBT is used for creating isolated environment in which we applied 
additional security guards (ASLR and shadow stack). We created a shared library libfastbt.so which includes FastBT 
and additional security guards implemented. ASLR protects from stack overflow attack. Shadow stack technique 
compares return address and address stored in top of shadow stack. If it fails to match, it shows stack smashing is 
detected. 

To run authentication system in isolation, we set path for libfastbt.so in LD_PRELOAD. 
LD_PRELOAD=./src/libfastbt.so/Desktop/workspace/SecAuth.cpp 
LD_PRELOAD tells loader to load SecAuth.cpp authentication program using libfastbt.so. This executes 

program in isolated environment created using FastBT and additional security guards are also enforced while 
execution. Before execution the authentication system will load using libfastbt.so such that it will execute in isolated 
environment. 

Now authentication system is ready for execution in isolation. First verification signature is verified. Further user 
tries to authenticate himself from server and enters user id and password. The password is the processed using Zero 
Knowledge Protocol and sent this secure information to server. The authentication system executes on server in 
isolation. An adversary establishes backdoor on authentication system and stack smashing attack is detected on 
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server console, and immediately after detection it tears session from client and terminates program. Due to stack 
smashing attack server tears session from client, the authentication is failed.  
  

6. Conclusion 

Backdoors in challenge response authentication are utilized to bypass authentication. The proposed solution is 
based on signature verification and isolation. These are implemented in native code like C/C++ and able to eliminate 
backdoors in authentication system built in such languages. The proposed solution not able to resolve backdoors in 
managed code which use virtual machine like Java and .Net as loader function is handled by virtual machine itself. 
Possible backdoors which exist in such authentication systems are eliminated using discussed method.  

In web based authentication systems, authentication is implemented in languages which are used to web 
technologies such as Java, .Net etc. These languages use virtual machine like JVM, CLR therefore proposed solution 
will not work for these applications for reasons mentioned above. Therefore in future work different approach needs 
to be implemented in such case. 
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